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Celleco Cleanpac 700™

Satellite Cleaner System

Feed capacity per cleaner

Feed capacity per satellite

Feed capacity per bank unit

Standard material
Inlet head: fiberglass-reinforced Polypropylene (PP)
Upper cone: fiberglass-reinforced Polyamide (PA12)
Lower cone: Polyamide (PA12)
Upper/lower shell: fiberglass-reinforced Polypropylene (PP)
Reject chamber: TR 55 (transparent)
Cleanout plug: fiberglass-reinforced Polypropylene (PP)

Patents
The design is protected by patents and patents pending.

Maximum feed pressure
Temperature 20-50 oC (68-122 oF)
Feed: ............................................................. 450 kPa (65 psi)
Accept: ......................................................... 300 kPa (43 psi)
Reject: ........................................................... 300 kPa (43 psi)

Temperature 50-85 oC (122-185 oF)
Feed: ............................................................. 350 kPa (50 psi)
Accept: ........................................................  200 kPa (29 psi)
Reject: ........................................................... 200 kPa (29 psi)

Form PD 98021 EN   0412
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The Cleanpac 700 is a high efficiency, large-
diameter cleaner, featuring an innovative
system design based on satellite assemb-
lies.

Mill operators can rely on the high efficiency, low reject rates
and good runnability of the Cleanpac 700 system.

Mill owners can invest in a Cleanpac 700 plant that offers the
flexibility to adapt capacity to current and future demands. The
innovative satellite design concept permits installation in
virtually any available space, for any range of current and future
capacity. Isolation valves can be easily installed in the system
at any time, at installation or at a later date.

The Cleanpac 700 incorporates all the reliability features of the
twin-wall design, with easily replaceable wear parts.

Unmatched plant flexibility
The unique satellite system concept provides flexibility
unmatched by other cleaner systems. The satellites are
manufactured in standard configurations of  2, 4 or 8 cleaners.
A number of space-saving assembly alternatives are available.

Plants can be easily expanded through the addition of new
satellites. Isolation valves permit easy adaptation of capacity
to production throughput.

High cleaning efficiency
The Cleanpac 700 cleaner is designed for highly efficient
removal of sand, bark and shives. Despite its large diameter,
the Cleanpac 700 can outperform the cleaning efficiency of
many cleaners with smaller diameters, in certain applications.
This has been achieved with a totally new inlet head design, a
long cone and a new reject outlet.

The feed flows into the upper cone through two inlets in the
cleaner head. This design feature, combined with an accelerated
flow created in the head and a longer retention time, contributes
to the development of a high separation effect. Mounting of
the satellite directly to the feed pipe also facilitates a smooth
and balanced flow. This design ensures a minimum loss of
energy in the piping. As a result, input energy is applied
effectively for the separation of fiber from contaminants. The
established flow and pressure drop are constantly maintained.
The design also ensures that no air pockets are created in the
feed pipe.

Lower reject rates
Due to the high separation efficiency and reject outlet design,
the Cleanpac 700 cleaner can be operated at a significantly
lower reject rate than comparable large-diameter cleaners.

The Celleco Cleanpac 700™ Satellite Cleaner System

Better runnability
The Cleanpac 700 is a large-diameter cleaner that offers the
same cleaning efficiency as smaller cleaners, with the added
advantage of better runnability and exceptionally low clogging.
Smooth runnability is also ensured by the specially designed

reject chamber which permits use of a large outlet. The large
outlet also minimizes the risk of clogging caused by oversized
particles.

Single-satellite isolation
The satellites connected to the main feed pipe can be equipped
with a cut-off valve to isolate the satellites from the cleaner
plant. This offers the flexibility to adapt capacity to changes in
production, as well as permitting cleaner replacement and service
during operation. Stand-by satellites can be easily installed.

Easy to maintain
The Cleanpac 700 is based on the proven twin-wall design. The
upper and lower inner cones can be easily replaced. Leakage
cause by excessive wear from highly abrasive contaminants
are detected through the vent on the upper or lower shell. The
vents can be sealed to prevent further leakage and the cones
can later be replaced during a scheduled shutdown.

Cleaner replacement can be accomplished quickly and easily.
All that is required is a screwdriver to loosen the rejects hose.
The cleaner is removed from the bank by loosening the
mounting flange lever nut.

Each cleaner is equipped with a large cleanout plug for
troublefree removal of oversized particles.

As a result of the low volumetric reject rate, subsequent cleaner
stages can be equipped with fewer cleaners, or a stage can be
eliminated, with no loss in plant efficiency. This advantage can
significantly reduce investment costs in a new cleaning plant.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2   Cleanpac 700 reject chamber with large cleanout plug.


